
Offers everything. Except ordinary.
The new Actros. EDITION 1.
The first of a new generation. The launch of the new Actros is being celebrated with
a limited special edition of just 35 units for the UK – the “EDITION 1”. With added comfort, 
added exclusivity and added safety – thanks to outstanding innovations such as MirrorCam  
and Active Brake Assist 5.

For further information please visit mbtrucks.co.uk

Similar to illustration.



CAB GigaSpace headroom 2.13 m

ENGINE OUTPUT OM473 460 kW (625 h.p.)

TRANSMISSION Mercedes PowerShift 3

AXLE CONFIGURATION 6x2/2. 4x2 on request

PERMISSIBLE GROSS  
VEHICLE WEIGHT

44t GCW. 68t available as an option

PAINT FINISH Silver with black grille

EDITION 1
EQUIPMENT PACKAGE

Limited to 35 units in the UK, and 400 units in total, stainless-steel entrance steps and “EDITION 1” 
entrance emblems and on the sun visor with integrated LED mainbeam headlamps, exclusively designed 
leather-covered cockpit, curtains in vehicle and floor mats as well as exclusive black maintenance/ 
front-end flap and cover for windscreen wipers in black, and much more.

COMFORT

Driving Package The revised Driving Package offers even better working conditions and ride comfort thanks to a  
leather-covered steering wheel and electric sunblinds for the windscreen as well as for the driver’s and 
co-driver’s sides. This package is rounded off by an enhanced central locking system including Light Check 
as well as the new innovative MirrorCam.

Comfort Package This new package includes an electric glass tilting/sliding sunroof with LED light strip in various  
colours, Night & Day dimmable blue ambience lighting, PremiumComfort mattress, shaving mirror and  
a pull-out refrigerator in the drawer as well as an illuminated Mercedes star and many other comforts and 
conveniences to make you feel at home on the road.

Media Package For multimedia fans: this package includes various power sockets (12 V/15 A, 24 V/25 A), a notebook  
holder, an aux-in port and a sound system with eight speakers.

Stowage Package Even more stowage options: the Stowage Package includes a folding table on the co-driver’s side,  
trays for the stowage compartments under the bed and a versatile shelf system above the windscreen.

ExtraLine The ExtraLine underlines the unmistakable design of the Actros “EDITION 1” with expressive details and  
an individual light signature. It includes a welcome light, which projects the Mercedes star on to the ground 
to the right and left of the Actros when the door is opened, additional LED position lights in the 
MirrorCam in a chrome look/colour of the vehicle as well as LED direction indicators/tail lights.

SAFETY

Safety Package The Safety Package provides enhanced comfort and safety. New assistance systems include the distance  
control assistant, driver’s airbag and fifth-generation Active Brake Assist.

Sight Package For optimal lighting and visibility: the new Sight Package supplements the standard light sensor  
with equipment such as a rain sensor, bi-xenon headlamps, fog lamps, LED daytime running lights,  
cornering lights, LED tail lights and a headlamp cleaning system.

The first of its kind. 



T H E  N U M B E R  1 Exclusive “EDITION 1” lettering on the driver’s door, stainless-steel entrance steps and  
an illuminated “EDITION 1” entrance emblem make it unmistakably clear who is the  
number 1 on the road.

The chassis cover gives the “EDITION 1”  
an enhanced look.

C H A S S I S  C O V E R

M I R R O R C A M

Instead of conventional rear-view mirrors, 
the Actros “EDITION 1” comes with the  
innovative, aerodynamically optimised  
MirrorCam. This saves fuel while offering 
improved visibility to the rear as well as  
in the area of the A-pillar. The MirrorCam  
also makes for even greater safety when  
man oeuvring and turning, for example by 
causing the camera to follow the path of 
the trailer. The “EDITION 1” is also optionally 
available with conventional mirrors.

Sideguards not available on 6x2/2.



U N M I S T A K A B L E  L O O K S Exclusive “EDITION 1” lettering on the sun visor, along with the four 
additional integrated LED main-beam headlamps, underscore the 
individual character of the Actros special model.

E X P R E S S I V E  D E T A I L S The deep black radiator grille, in combination with the darkened  
headlamp cover and darkened headlamp rim, emphasises the 
unmistakable distinctive design of the Actros “EDITION 1”.



I N T E R I O R

The optional equipment gives the interior of 
the Actros “EDITION 1” an even more stylish, 
modern look and feel: black leather door 
handle with contrasting stitching, leather-
covered steering wheel and cockpit, exclusive 
floor mat in velour and dashboard in black 
nappa leather. In addition, the new modern 
workplace in the “EDITION 1” comes with the 
innovative Multi media Cockpit, which provides 
an enhanced interface between the driver 
and truck.

Illustration of dashboard installation (decor in carbon look) applies only to engine OM 473.

O N E  O F  4 0 0 

The only limit on the “EDITION 1”  
is the number of units, 35 of which are 
coming to the UK. This is made clear 
by the “EDITION 1” logo in polished 
and brushed aluminium in the interior 
on the co-driver’s side.

C E I L I N G  L I G H T I N G The eight-colour LED ambience lighting makes for enhanced ride comfort, a better 
working environment and improved living comfort thanks to various possible uses 
while also ensuring better illumination and orientation at night. An “EDITION 1” 
highlight is that the night-time running lights and roof hatch lighting can be used at 
the same time – allowing you to configure your lighting ambience to suit your mood.



Notes on the contents of this catalogue: changes may have been made to the product since going to press (24.01.2019). We reserve the right to make changes in design and 
form and for there to be differences in colour as well as changes in the scope of delivery on the part of the manufacturer, provided these changes or differences, while taking into 
account the interests of the vendor, can be deemed reasonable with respect to the purchaser. Where the vendor or manufacturer uses symbols or numbers to describe the order 
or the subject of an order, no rights may be derived solely from these. The illustrations and texts may also contain accessories and optional extras that are not part of the standard  
scope of delivery. Colours may differ slightly from those shown, owing to the limitations of the printing process. The illustrations shown are only examples and do not necessarily 
reflect the actual condition of the original vehicles. The appearance of the original vehicles may differ from these illustrations. We reserve the right to make changes. This 
publication may also contain information about models and services that are not available in certain countries. This catalogue is used internationally. Statements on statutory, 
legal and tax-related regulations and the consequences thereof are valid, however, only for the Federal Republic of Germany at the time of going to press. Please therefore  
ask your Mercedes-Benz truck vendor about the regulations applicable in your country and their consequences as well as about the binding latest version of those regulations  
and their consequences.
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